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Figure 1: A typical display of interactive full-�delity hair in Presto. ©Disney / Pixar.

ABSTRACT
For Incredibles 2, we achieved interactive full-�delity procedurally-
generated hair, yielding artist freedom and productivity surpassing
our previous hair tools. We implemented highly parallel algorithms
for hair growth and deformation and used fast, modern techniques
for graph evaluation, subdivision surfaces, Poisson disk sampling,
and sca�ered data interpolation. Working with full-�delity hair pre-
sented a data scale challenge to our shot pipeline, but we overcame
it by allowing a trade-o� of control �exibility for speed, maintaining
geometric complexity.
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1 PLACING HAIR ROOTS
�e hair modeling process starts with a Grow operator, which seeds
a scalp mesh with hair root locations fromwhich to grow dense hair,
subject to scalp density textures. Previously, we were limited to
picking root locations uniformly randomly on the scalp subdivision
surface’s control hull. Artists came up with workarounds involving
carefully selecting random seeds to improve root distribution, and
carefully choosing the scalp mesh topology to hide artifacts that
stemmed from the distortion of the control mesh during subdivision
for �nal renders.

Now, we use OpenSubdiv to re�ne the scalp mesh and compute
a distribution of root points that has the desired density no ma�er
what the shape of the mesh, so artists no longer see hair density
artifacts due to scalp mesh topology. We compute scalp samples in
parallel.

Because uniform random sampling produces ”gri�y” looking
hair distributions, we implemented a new parallel adaptive Poisson
disk sampling technique inspired by [Bowers et al. 2010] using
OpenVDB grids for fast spatial neighbor lookups. We �lter an
initially oversampled distribution in parallel to produce the exact
user-prescribed density on the subdivision limit surface, despite
being a ”dart throwing” approach, due to density compensation
multipliers we tabulated experimentally. Other dart throwing ap-
proaches [Yuksel 2015] e�ectively impose a narrow density range
for e�ciency, but ours is fast even with requested densities ranging
from very dense to zero density on the same scalp, as we group
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regions of similar density into strata, each with a spatial neighbor
lookup grid tailored for its density.

2 STATIC SHAPE INTERPOLATION
Once hair root locations are generated, each hair’s shape must
be interpolated from nearby sparse guide curves. Previously, we
required the user to place one guide per scalp vertex in the grow
region. �en scalp connectivity determined which guides would
combine to calculate one dense hair’s shape. �is constraint caused
interdepartmental overhead, as hair artists o�en needed to request
that the scalp modeler adjust the mesh topology of the scalp to
admit more or fewer guides. Also, requiring one guide per vertex
placed a high minimum bound on the degrees of freedom a hair
modeler had to manage, for even simple short hair styles.

Now, we allow any number of guides to be placed at arbitrary
locations on the scalp. �is eliminates undesirable departmental
coupling but changes the problem into a sca�ered data interpolation
problem. For each hair, our approach grows a hypothetical hair
along each nearby guide by gradually transporting a frame from
the guide root to the tip, in e�ect ”lo�ing” the hair root along
each nearby guide. �ese results are blended using one of two
approaches depending on the desired look. K-nearest-neighbors
distance weighting allows control of smoothness by adjusting K.
Natural neighbor interpolation [Sibson 1981] works well when the
density of guides over the scalp varies signi�cantly.

3 OPERATORS
Once hairs are grown, they can be deformed by operators speci�ed
in any order, or can be used as guides themselves to grow hair. Our
deformation operators include Length, Scraggle, Lo�, Clump, and
Curl. Aside from scalar controls, the inputs for each are limited to
an e�cient �xed stack of texture and noise inputs, allowing us to
avoid implementing a general surface signal evaluation system.

�e main performance bo�leneck for our hair operators is mem-
ory throughput. �e full-�delity representation of the hair can
consume hundreds of megabytes, while the operations we perform
are arithmetically simple. Our main considerations for performance,
aside from parallelism, have been to minimize the number of copies
of the hair data, and to minimize the number of passes each algo-
rithm must make over the hair data where possible.

4 FAST NON-DESTRUCTIVE EDITS
Our artists demanded full-�delity hair editing at interactive rates,
as in Weta’s Barbershop [Seymour 2015] but would not tolerate
the destructive edit work�ow of that approach. �e robustness of
the Presto execution framework allowed us to grow and deform
hair using an always-editable graph of operators while still achiev-
ing interactive performance. For example, in a chain of operators
consisting of a Grow, a Length, a Clump, and Curl, when a user
edits a Clump parameter, Presto automatically caches the hair a�er
the Length operator. Updates are faster the closer the edit is to the
end of the chain due to this caching, which Presto automatically
minimally invalidates when inputs change.

5 MOTION PIPELINE
In shots, animated guides imbue the dense hair with motion us-
ing a blended curve deformation approach. Considering only the
rest guides and the rest dense hairs, we establish a spatial corre-
spondence from each hair to its nearby guides. �en each hair is
hypothetically deformed using each of its nearby guides, and the
results are blended according to some procedural weighting. Users
can drive the exact choice of weighting to achieve various e�ects,
such as gradually parting hair dynamically as guides separate, or
very smooth-looking hair styles.

Where possible, we optimize shot storage requirements by stor-
ing only the rest guides, rest dense hairs, and animated guides,
performing the motion interpolation at draw time interactively
and at �nal render time. We only incur the cost of writing per-
frame animated dense hair to disk when shots contain animated
hair operators such as wind.

Guide animation comes from our hair simulator, Taz [Iben et al.
2013], where we consider hair-hair collision and contact only at
the guides. Once simulated guides move the bulk of the hair out
of collision, any remaining hair-surface collision deformations are
stored as sparse data to be overlaid at render time. Guides may also
be arbitrarily hand-animated.

6 PERFORMANCE
Previously, our procedurally-generated full-�delity hair was only
viewable as an o�ine-rendered still image, requiring a lengthy
wait and precluding interactive work�ows. Now, groomers and
shot artists have no such wait time, and freely make edits to hair
interpolation parameters, guide animation, and character poses,
and see faithful results on dense hair instantly as they make an edit.

7 FUTUREWORK
Optimizing our motion interpolation for the GPU, we expect to
achieve even faster speeds for animators. Groomers and shot artists
would like to directly manipulate dense hairs at a per-hair-vertex
level as they do with guide hairs, as in Weta’s Barbershop. �is
presents a data scale problem we may be able to overcome with a
compression scheme such as ZFP, which shows negligible quality
loss for our hair data at up to 6X compression.
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